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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note a method based on variational principle is used to evaluate the reflection co- 
efficient (R) when a surface water wave train is normally incident on a thin plane vertical 
barrier submerged in deep water. This problem has two integral equation (IE) formula- 
tions [3]. These can be reduced to homogeneous IE’s of first kind with a Cauchy kernel 
whose solutions involve arbitrary constants which had to be found by substituting back in 
the original IE’s. Then R (as well as the transmission coefficient 2’) was obtained. However, 
here we demonstrate that evaluation of these constants are not necessary for obtaining R if 
we utilize the variational principle [1,2] to obtain upper and lower bounds of a real constant 
related to R. 
2. THE PROBLEM 
We are concerned with the following boundary value problem 
and 
(Pax + Pyy =oiny>o, (1) 
Kv+vo, = 0 on Y = 0, (2) 
(~~=Oonz=O,a<Y<oo, (3) 
PP, VP *OaSZ-+oO, (4) 
r’/2Vp remains bounded as r = {z2 + (y - u)~}~‘~ --) 0, (5) 
‘p - Texp(-Ky + Xz) as t - co, 
‘p - exp(-Ky + iKz) + Rexp(-Ky - iK+) as t -+ --oo. > 
(6) 
Here ‘p is the velocity potential, K = u2/g where Q is the frequency of the normally incident 
wave train, exp(-iat) being the time dependence (dropped throughout), g is the gravity, 
and R, T are the reflection and transmission coefficients respectively whose evaluation is our 
main concern here. Noting (6), cp(z, y) can be expressed as [4] 
4&Y) = 
1 
Texp(-KY + iKz) + s,” A(k)h(k, y) exp(-kt)dk, I > 0, 
exp(-Ky + iKz) + Rexp(-Ky - iKz) + J,” B(b)h(k, y) exp(kz)dlc, t < 0. 
(7) 
where h(k, y) = (k cos Ly - K sin ky). 
Let f(y) = CP=(O,Y) and g(Y) = v(+o, Y) - cp(-0,~)~ (6) 
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then f(y) = 0 f or a < y < 00, and g(y) = 0 for 0 < y < a, and f(y) and g(y) can be shown 
to satisfy certain IE’s which can be reduced to homogeneous IE’s of first kind with Cauchy 
type kernel. Their solutions are given by [3,4], 
where 
f(y) = &X’(Y) for Y < a, and g(y) = A+(Y) for Y > 0, (9) 
X(y) = exp(-Ky) J,‘(a’ - ~~)-l/~ exp(Ku)du for y < a, 
p(y) = exp(-Ky) J,‘(u’ - 02)-l/2 exp(Ku)du for Y > o, > 
(10) 
and Al, A2 are unknown constants. It can be shown that 
T + R = 1, A(k) = -B(k). 
R and A(k) can be expressed in terms of f(y) and g(y) as 
R = 1 + 2i J,” j(t) exp(-Kt)&, 
A(k) = -2(rkA)-’ j’,” f(t)h(k, t)dt, (11) 
and 
R= -K Jam g(t)exp(-Kt)dt, 
A(k) = (rrA)-i Jh” g(t)h(k,t)dt, > 
(12) 
where A = (k2+ K2). Now, we apply a method based essentially on the variational principle 
used in [1,2] successfully to find upper and lower bounds of a real constant in terms of which 
R is expressed. To do this we note that [l] 
?riK(l - R)exp(-Ky) = /a g(t)M(y,t)dt, (13) 
a 
where 
M(y,t) = lim J O” c-0 o kA  exp(-&k)k(k, y)k(k,t)dk, (14) 
and also 
(x/2)Rexp(-KY) = - J a f(r)L(Y* +% (15) 0 
where 
L(YJ) = J 
00 
A-‘h(k, y)h(k, t)dk. (16) 
0 
Defining F(y) = -2(zR)-‘f(y), G(y) = (xX(1 - R)}“g(y), we find that 
J 
a 
F(t)L(y,t)dt = exp(-Ky) 0 < y < 0, 
0 
(17) 
J 
0 
F(t)exp(-Kt)dt = -i(l- R)(lrR)” I C (say), 
0 
J 
00 G(Wf(y, Wt =exp(-Ky) a c y < co, 
0 
(18) 
(19) 
J O” G(t)exp(-Kt)dt = (r2K2C)-‘. a (20) 
It is easy to confirm that the constant C is real and can be found either from (18) or (20) 
provided F(y) and G(y) are known. The functional forms of F(y) and G(y) are known 
except for multiplicative constants. We now show that R (and thus T can be determined 
without finding these constants. 
Water wave scattering 
For any arbitrary function H(y), we have the result 
and this gives a clue for utilizing the Schwinger variational principle. Using arguments 
similar to those in [1,2], we find after using (18) and (20) that 
Cl E {~ahl(t)exp(-Xt)d~}2/I~(ltA)-1{/ahl(t)h(it,t)dt}2~iE 5 C, (21) 
0 0 0 
(x2~2C~)-’ E {/- h?(l)ex~(-((t)dt}~//~ M-l{/= h2(t)f+,t)dt)2dk 
2” 2 
a D 
5 (7r x C)_‘, (22) 
so that Cl and C’s are lower and upper bounds for C, hi(y) and hz(y) being any approx- 
imation to F(y) and G(y) respectively. Utilizing (18) upper and lower bounds for ]R] can 
then be found. As pointed out in [l], the success of finding Cr and Cz depends on judicious 
choice of the function hl(y) and IQ(~). We choose here 
h(Y) = W’(Y) f or y < a, and hi = &t(y) for y > Q, (23) 
where DI, D2 are arbitrary constants. Then we find that 
Cl = I,(Ka)/K,(Ka) = CZ, 
giving an exact value of C. Hence R is found as 
R = K,(Ka)/{K,(Ka) + irIo( 
which coincides with the known results given in the literature. 
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